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Abstract

High speed (200 ms temporal resolution) functional computed tomog
raphywasusedto demonstratetumorvascularheterogeneitywith0.05jd
spatialresolution.Vasculartopologieswereinvestigatedin2 humansmall
cell lung cancer lines implanted either s.c. or as a tissue IsOlated prepa
ration In immunocompromised mice. Peripheral versus central vascular
topology was Identified in the s.c. and tissue-isolated preparations, respec
lively.Pharmacokineticanalysisdemonstratedthattumorphysiologywas
Influenced by cell line (P = 0.016) and not by location (P > 0.6). This new
technique has the potential to characterize individual tumors In patients
with minimal Invasiveness, permitting more detailed prognosis and
management.

Introduction

Tumor blood flow and vascular morphology play an important role
in tumor growth, metastasis, detection, and treatment. In particular,
knowledge of the vascular state of a tumor may facilitate development
of novel strategies for cancer therapy. In any individual case, it may
also be possible to offer a more accurate prognosis by taking into
account vascular pathophysiology of tumors in situ (1â€”4).Currently,
quantitative information on the vascular physiology of tumors in a
clinical setting is obtained either by counting the vascular density of
biopsied tissue (4) or by noninvasive imaging of perfusion using
magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography or con
ventional CF3 (2, 5, 6). The former is invasive and limited to regions
of the tumor which are biopsied. The latter techniques suffer from
poor spatial and temporal resolution. Recently developed CF scanners
utilizing slip-ring technology permit very high spatial resolution
(<0.05 @.al)images to be obtained at rapid intervals (<100 ms), because
the X-ray tube can rotate continuously around an object, making
possible uninterrupted data acquisition. The combination of the high
spatial and temporal resolutions makes this tool (fC'F) an ideal method
for the investigation of tissue vascular physiology, allowing the mea
surement of contrast agent pharmacokinetics and biodistribution in
vivo (7). In the present study we have used clinically available contrast
agents as vascular markers to investigate and measure the topography
and regional distribution of perfusion in solid tumors. Ideally, based
on vascular physiology, tumors can be divided in two categories:
peripheral and central (8). Subcutaneous tumors are normally periph
erally perfused while tissue-isolated tumors are usually centrally per
fused (9, 10). Therefore, the model used to verify the value of this
novel technology was small cell lung cancer implanted in immunod
eficient nude mice, either s.c. in the flank or as a tissue-isolated tumor
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(10). Two different human small cell lung cancer lines (CPH 54A and
54B), originally derived from the same tumor (11) were used. These

two tumor lines have different physiologicaland pharmacokinetic
characteristics (12, 13). Our goal was to find our whether or not this
technology can discover these differences.

Materials and Methods

Tumor Lines. The human small cell lung cancer lines CPH 54A and 54B
are propagated in vitro as continuous cell cultures and in vivo in immuno
deficient mice. The original tumor was histologically classified as an interme
diate type small cell lung cancer (11). The histological appearance has not
changed during serial transplantation and propagation in nude mice.

In Vivo Preparation. Tumors were implanted in 8-10-week-old female
NCr/Sed-nw'nuathymicmice, bredin theEdwinL Steele Laboratory'sanimal
facility (Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA). Body weight ranged
between 20 and 25 g. All animals were fed sterilized standard laboratory rodent
chow and sterilized water ad libitum. Prior to all surgical or invasive proce
dures, the animals were anesthetized with a s.c. injection of ketamine (10
mg/kg) and xylazine (1 mg/kg) in 0.9% NaCI solution. Institutional guidelines
for animal welfare and experimental conduct were followed. Tumors were
prepared both as conventional s.c. flank implants and as tissue-isolated xc
nogra.fts, following a recently developed procedure (10) that is based on an
original preparation in rats (14, 15). After 21â€”28days of tumor growth, the
animals had a PE-lO catheter surgically inserted into their left carotid artery.
Catheterpatencywas maintainedby a heparinized0.9% NaCIsolution. Fol
lowing this procedure the mean arterial blood pressures stayed at 80 mm Hg
This catheter was used for injection of iodinated contrast material into the
circulation.

Computed Tomography. imaging was performed using a Cf system
(TCT'900S/xII; Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan). Each study consisted of a multislice
axial image set to define anatomy and a single slice dynamic acquisition to
monitor the passage of contrast material through tissues. The latter took
advantage of the pharmacokinetics of iodinated contrast material specifically
to image regional vascular physiology within the tumor.

Functional Imaging Protocol. After catheterization the anesthetized sal
mal was positioned in the center of the CF scanner on a heating pad maintained
at 37 Â°C.An anterior-posterior scout image was taken and used to choose

2-mm axial slices through the tumors. The imaging parameters for all the

studies were 120 keV tube voltage, 150 mA tube current, and high resolution
imagingmode, resultingin over 4 milliondatasamplesbeing acquiredWithin
a 360-degree tube rotation lasting 1 s. All images were reconstructed onto a
512- X 512-image matrix using an 80-mm field of view. This gave a 0.16-
x 0.16-mmpixelsize.The2-mmslicevoxelthereforerepresented0.049p.1of
tissue. From the precontrast axial slices, a suitable slice containing the
maximum amount of abnormal tissue in the field was selected for the
functional study.

The functionalstudy was performedin two parts:an initial acquisitionto
characterize early vascular behavior; and a delayed acquisition to characterize
contrast agent washout from the tumor. For the initial acquisition, imaging was
started 5 5 before a 200-,.d bolus of iodinated contrast agent (Hypaque 76%;
Winthrop-Brean Laboratories, New York, NY) manually injected into the
carotid artery. The serial passage of contrast agent through the aorta and tumor
vasculature was recorded. The aortic phase is very rapid compared to contrast
agent washin and washout in the tumor; this required the first 20 s of image
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data to be collected continuously. After this rapid initial phase (but still part of
the same acquisition) image data were collected once every 5 s (9 animals) or
15 s (4 animals). This gave a total imaging time of either 260 or 660 s for the

first dynamic acquisition.
When data acquisition stopped and image reconstruction was complete

(approximately 5 mm), a new set of images with improved temporal resolution
(200 ms between images) was reconstructed from the raw data obtained in the
first 20 S of the study (7). A final temporal resolution of 200 ms was used in
order to fully characterize the shape of the arterial input curve. The second
dynamic acquisition was started as rapidly as technical factors permitted
(typically 20 min after the injection of contrast material). At this time, 60
imageswereacquiredwitha 10-sdelaybetweensequentialimages;no further
contrastwas injected.

Data Analysis. For image postprocessing, data were transferred from the
Cr scanner to a MacIntosh Ilci computer (Apple, Inc., Cupertino, CA). Image
sets were rearranged into their correct temporal order and extracted into a
minimal matrix size that preserved all the data of interest.

A ROlwasdefinedintheaortatocharacterizetheshapeof thearterialinput
curve.For each tumor,data fromfive regionsof interestwereobtained.Four
of these were concentric rings with inner and outer radii at 0â€”25,25â€”50,
50â€”75,and 75â€”100%ofthe radius of the tumor. The fifth ROI was placed over
the area of greatest contrast intensity and corresponded to the most vascular
parts of the tumor. From these regions of interest, signal intensity-time curves
were constructed and converted into concentration-time curves with the aid of
a linear calibration curve obtained in a conventional manner from external
standards (16).

These tumor concentration-time curves were then fitted, using a nonlinear
algorithm, to the mathematical expression of a two-compartment model
defined by

Y(t) = A . (1 â€”e@â€•). e@'

where A, k1, and k@are fitting parameters (17, 18). The constant A
represents the maximal concentration of contrast agent in the tumor in
the absence of washout and is dependent on the amount of contrast
agent given. The next term defines contrast agent uptake into the
tumor and the final term describes the clearance of contrast agent from
the tumor; k1 and k2 are the respective rate constants for these two
processes. To eliminate the effects of slightly varying doses, the tumor
concentration-time curves were normalized using the area under the
arterial input function, measured from the aorta, corrected for
recirculation using the y variate function.

CA(t)= K(t â€”T)â€•*@

K is a constant scale factor, a and j3 are arbitrary parameters, and r is
the arrival time of the contrast agent into the tissue (19). After fitting,
the area under the curve representing the amount of contrast agent
injected, was calculated using the fitting parameters and the analytical
formula

Area=K*41*e1'@â€• (C)

where r@ the Gamma function. The normalization for dose delivered
was incorporated into the constant A which becomes Anorm.

The vascular topology in each tumor was determined by visually
inspecting the images. The vascular physiology in different anatom
ical locations of the tumor was quantitatively compared using the
parameters,@ k1, and k@.These parameters reflect the vascular
permeability vascular surface area and blood flow in the tumor. The
parameters were used to compare s.c. with isolated and type 54A with
type 54B tumors. Vascular distribution profiles were generated using
the derived parameter Ano@@ k1, presented as an average, from the
concentric ROIs for the s.c. and isolated tumors. Anorm*k1 is the
initial uptake slope of contrast agent into the tumor.

Results

Twenty-one tumors in 13 animals were studied. In eight animals
both isolated and s.c. tumors were present. Four animals had only an
isolated tumor and one animal had only a s.c. tumor. Of the 12 isolated
tumors 7 were cell type 54B and 5 were cell type 54A small cell lung
cancer. Four of nine s.c. tumors were type 54B and five were type
54A. In 3 s.c. tumors only 1 peripheral and central ROI pair was
drawn because the mass was too small for further subdivision.

Visual inspection of the data revealed heterogeneity of tumor
vascularity both within a tumor and between different tumors. Un
equivocal differences in the appearance of the vascular topology could
be identified between the isolated and s.c. tumors. The isolated tumors
showed predominantly central vascularization, while s.c. tumors were
rather more peripherally vascularized. Hypoperfused areas were found
peripherally in the isolated tumors and centrally in the subcutaneous
tumors. Fig. 1 provides an examples of these vascular differences in
the two locations. Heterogeneity was demonstrated not only between
different tumors but also within a tumor. Fig. 2 is an example of the
heterogeneity of vascular physiology present within an isolated tumor.
Three hemodynamically different regions are shown with the corre
sponding contrast response curves after conversion to concentration
time values. Highly perfused areas can be easily separated from
hypoperfused, necrotic, or partially necrotic areas with this technique.
Seventy-two % of the ROIs were well perfused in isolated tumors and
50% in s.c. tumors.

The average vascular distribution profiles for s.c. and isolated
tumors are shown in Fig. 3. The patterns reflect the differences in
distribution of blood supply, with a more central supply present in the
isolated tumor, while the s.c. tumors derive their blood supply from
the periphery, making central areas less well perfused.

Analysis of variance was performed on the hemodynamic param
eters (i.e., Anorm,k1, and k2) obtained from areas of greatest contrast
intensity. The effects of location, s.c. versus isolated, and tumor type,
54A versus 54B, were compared. A quantitative comparison of the
perfusion parameters is presented in Fig. 4. No significant differences
were recorded between s.c. and isolated tumors as a whole (P > 0.6).
A significantdifference(P < 0.02) betweencell lines was observedfor
the parameter Anorm.Nonsignificant differences between the cell types
were observed for k1 and k@(P = 0.06 in both cases). These data imply
that a significantly higher peak concentration of contrast agent was

(B) achieved in the type 54A tumors.

Discussion

The importance of tumor heterogeneity as a factor influencing the
response to treatment is well described (2â€”4).We report an important
advance in the application of new computed tomography technology
which overcomes the limitations of spatial and temporal fidelity
inherent in scintigraphy and magnetic resonance imaging; we call this
functional or parametric CF (fCT'). Early studies measuring physio
logical parameters with CT were limited to scan rates of 2â€”10images/
mm and spatial resolution of 2â€”3mm within a 5-mm slice. With the
application of slip-ring technology and improvements in detector
design, continuous, high spatial resolution data acquisition became
possible, and we have been able to obtain image data with a temporal
resolution approaching 1 ms and a spatial resolution of 0.16 mm
within a 1-mm slice. Fortunately it is unnecessary to generate images
very ms in order to demonstrate a dynamic process. Nyquist's sam
pling theorem states that â€œtheentire information content of a dynamic
process can be recorded by sampling it at a rate equal to, or greater
than twice the maximum frequency contained within that processâ€•
(20). The implications of this theorem are that as long as changes in
the dynamic process of interest are recorded at least twice as fast as

(A)
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Fig. 2. The two images represent early and late
frames from a continuous dynamic fCl' acquisition.
An isolated tumor has been used to demonstrate the
three types of tissue response observed during the
study. The top graph (red) is taken from the pedicle
containing the feeding vessel; it shows a typical
arterial input curve with a 5- to 6-s duration. The
middle graph (blue) is the curve obtainedfrom an
area of tumor activity. It is typical ofthe uptake and
washout recorded from actively perfused tumor.
The bottom graph (green) demonstrates the vascu
lar characteristics of an area of poor perfusion or
necrosis. Arrows. The areas from which the curves
were obtained. Note the different time scales for the
arterial and capillary graphs.

of 360-degree raw data we did so at 200-ms intervals without loss of
information. This combination of spatial (0.049 s.d) and temporal (200
ms) resolution is among the highest achieved with any presently avail
able, noninterventional imaging technique.

Of further interest is the measurement of chemotherapeutic agent
pharmacokinetics directly within a tumor. The contrast material we
used in this study, Hypaque 76, has a molecular weight of 614, is

o iso360540720
i1.@

0 180 360 540 720

they occur, then no information will be missed during the recording.
Elsewhere we have shown that for dynamic events such as passage of
contrast through a large artery, an acquisition rate of 5 images/s is
within the Nyquist limit and is sufficient to capture all the information
of interest,4 thus in the current study, when we resampled the initial 20 s

4 G. J. Hunter, unpublished data.
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Fig. 1. Pseudocolored axial CT-image of an animal into which both s.c. and isolated
tumors have been implanted. The isolated tumor was prepared by mobilizing the ovarian
fat pad, seeding tumor into it, and then wrapping the preparation in paraffin film. This
scheme results in a single artery and vein supplying and draining the tumor. The color
scale represents the degree of contrast uptake into tissue, and as such reflects delivery of
blood. Note that in the isolated tumor there is a peripheral rim of dark red and yellow, with
areas of blue and magenta in the center. In the s.c. tumor the reverse is true with a central
area of yellow and dark red and peripheral areas of dark blue and magenta. In this way it
may be clearly appreciated that in the s.c. tumor the periphery is more vascularized than
thehypoperfusedcenter.In the isolatedtumorhypoperfusedareasare locatedmainlyin
the periphery in contrast to highly perfused areas in the center.

Tumor PerfusionDistribution

Fig. 3. For each tumor a washin index@ â€k̃1)was calculated as a function of the
index at the center. Average values of this index were obtained for the s.c. and tissue
isolated tumors as a function of distance from the Center of the tumor. The radial
distribution of tissue perfusion is shown in the two tumor groups. Note the difference in
distribution of perfusion indices in the two tumor locations. The s.c. tumors had proper
tionally increased peripheral perfusion as compared with the area of increased perfusion
located centrally in the tissue-isolated tumors. These patterns of perfusion distribution
reflect the differences in origin of blood supply in the two locations: the tissue-isolated
tumors obtain their supply from a central stalk, while the s.c. tumors have a predominantly
capsular blood supply.
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Fig. 4. For each parameter (A,0@, k1, and k2)obtained from the fitting of a two compartment model to the hemodynamics of the active portion of each tumor, two null hypotheses
were evaluated: (a) there is no difference in hemodynamic response observed between s.c. and tissue-isolated tumors irrespective of cell line; and (b) there is no difference in
hemodynamicresponseobservedbetweenthecelllines54Aand54B,irrespectiveof location.Analysisofvariance,takingintoaccountdifferencesinobservedvariances,rejectedthe
null hypothesis in case 2 (P values for A.,,,,,,, k,, and k2 were 0.01, 0.06, and 0.06, respectively) and did not reject the null hypothesis in case 1 (P values for A@,,,,,k,, and k2 were
0.9, 0.6, and 0.9, respectively). This implies that location is not an important factor in determining tumor vascular behavior, while differences in perfusion characteristics were observed
between the 54A and MB cell lines of human small cell lung cancer.

minimally protein bound, and is 99% excreted by passive filtration via
the glomerulus. As a small particle in tissue, its mass behavior may be
monitored using functional CF, and its tumor pharmacokinetics may
be classified using a tracer kinetic approach with a two compartment
model. In particular the combination of fCF and conventional contrast
agents allows detailed study of regional tumor response to delivery of
contrast material as well as defining the temporal characteristics of
tumor heterogeneity. We believe that such analysis may predict the
behavior of chemotherapeutic agents with similar chemical and phys
iological profiles to Cf contrast agents (21). Naturally the effects of
plasma protein binding need to be considered; however, such effects
are easily incorporated into the kinetic analysis and do not detract
from the ability to predict regional chemotherapeutic effects within a
tumor.

The pharmacokinetics of contrast material and chemotherapeutic
agents are not uniquely defined by making measurements at one or a
few time points. It is clear that as contrast material enters the blood
stream and interacts with tissue there are several phases in the mea
surement of change in drug concentration in the blood and tissue.
Initially, high concentrations fall rapidly due to distribution within the
vascular space. In order to capture these rapid changes, our imaging
protocol acquired continuous data at an effective rate of 5 images/s for
a total of 20 s. The second phase of drug pharmacokinetics is due to
distribution into and interaction with tissues. The third phase is
governed by drug elimination from the body. The latter two phases
occur more slowly than the vascular distribution and do not require
such rapid imaging. In our studies we reduced the imaging rate to 4
images/mm but continued imaging for 10 mm to capture the details of
tissue interaction with the drug. In essence we captured the first pass
characteristics of contrast agent pharmacokinetics, including measure
ment of a true arterial concentration-time curve, as well as being able

to delineate the slower, but more prolonged phases of contrast-tissue
interaction.

In order to evaluate fCl' as a method for investigating tumor
vascular physiology and drug pharmacokinetics, we used two tumor
implantation sites and two tumor cell lines. Previous work using
invasive methods has suggested spatial heterogeneity of tumor struc
ture; the concept of a necrotic core is well accepted (9). fCT has
enabled us to interrogate the vascular structure of the tumors with
much higher spatial resolution. The use of both s.c. and tissue isolated
tumors allowed us to investigate the impact of tumor site on vascular
physiology, and we were able to confirm that fCF can demonstrate the
predicted differences in blood supply occasioned by the predomi
nantly central, pedicle-based supply of the tissue-isolated tumor when
compared with the predominantly peripheral blood supply of the s.c.
implanted tumor. We were also able to identify regional differences in
distribution of vascular supply in both the tissue isolated and s.c.
tumors. On the basis of temporal separation we were able to identify
the unique pedicular blood supply ofthe tissue-isolated models. Using
simple compartmental analysis we were able to show regional differ
ences in contrast agent pharmacokinetics. Analysis of the calculated
parameters confirmed that the 54A and 54B tumor lines could be
distinguished on the basis of their response to contrast agent. Inter
estingly it was shown that the site of implantation did not alter the
expression of the tumor in terms of its pharmacokinetic interaction
with the contrast agent. Interpretation of the pharmacokinetic data
must be made with some understanding of the interaction among the
parameters k1, k@,and@ Examination of the k1 and k2 in isolation
does not reveal a difference between the two cell lines (P = 0.06).
However, both k1 and k@influence the value of Ano@, and this
parameter is significantly different in the two cell lines (P = 0.016).
These differences in A@0@result from, and are consistent with, the
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known multifactorial nature of the drug pharmacokinetics in these two
cell lines (13).

In summary we have shown that fCT with contrast agent injection
is capable of investigating regional tumor characteristics, allowing
measurement of spatial and temporal events with 0.049 @land 200-ms
resolution, respectively. The fine structure of implanted tumors was

demonstrated as well as the differences in pharmacokinetic response
in two cell lines. The ability of fCT to provide this information with
very high resolution is complementary to the clinical availability of
this method and the contrast agents used. By using functional com
puted tomography it may become possible to define optimal treatment
strategies for unique tumor/patient combinations.
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